PROGRAM

Date

Friday 09th October

Time
18:4519:00

Description

19:0019:45
19:4520:00

Passion and the Energy to lead in your area
of influence by Yemi Adedeji

20:0020:45
20:4521:00
09:4510:00

The Passionate Focus on Vision by Mark
Schroeder

10:0010:45
10:4511:00
11:0011:45
11:4512:00
14:0014:45
14:4515:00

Saturday 10th
October

15:0015:45
15:4516:00

Opening remarks

Break

Wrap up
Opening Remarks
The Passion for Growth and Personal
Development 1 by Funbi Oni-Orisan
Break
Your Attitude and how it relates to the
fulfilment of your Goals by Mark Schroeder
Wrap up
The Passion for Growth and Personal
Development 2 by Funbi Oni-Orisan
Break
The Passion for effective Communication by
Yemi Adedeji
Closing Remarks

The Passion for Growth and Personal Development by Funbi Oni-Orisan
Every Leader must have a passion to grow, develop, improve and get more
understanding in their area of expertise. You are only able to empower others
when you have been empowered as well. What are your personal Growth plans
and how do you want to empower others? How do you get fulfillment through
your focus on your personal growth? Why is your personal growth so
important? How do you initiate your personal growth journey? What effect does
your personal growth have on your successful completion of your tasks? How
does your personal growth inspire the growth of others?

The Passionate focus on Vision by Mark Schroeder
Every Leader has to be passionate about their Vision. The Vision may not be
clear always but trust your passion and follow your dominate energy. What is a
Vision and why is it important to have one? What are the distractions that make
you lose focus? How can you develop a clear vision that generates the passion to
fulfil the Vision? Where does the inspiration for a clear vision come from?
The Passion for Effective Communication by Yemi Adedeji
Communication is everything. The way you communicate affects how effective
people will listen and understand. Passion in communication is a necessary tool
for Leaders. What do leaders need to talk about? Does passionate
communication involve passionate listening? How do leaders develop a clear
and concise message?

Passion and Energy to Lead in your area of influence by Yemi Adedeji
Passion creates Energy. How do you harness this Energy and use it to
effectively lead? How does passion generate energy? What happens when you
don’t have the energy to follow through on your goals? Can passion be
generated or is it in built?
Your attitude and how this relates to the fulfilment of your goals by Mark
Schroeder
How does attitude determine your ability to fulfill goals? What is a positive
mindset and how is your mindset affected by the events taking place? What
really is attitude and how does a leader stay above disappointments? Does your
attitude help with team building and motivation?

